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Overview
To optimize your subscription business and get the most out of
your customer data and other metrics, you need strong financial
reporting that adheres to compliance guidelines. Financial reporting
for subscription based-businesses presents unique requirements as
these metrics have an emphasis on customer-centric data such as
customer renewal rates, churn and lifetime value.
Recurly customers can seamlessly integrate their billing and subscription data
from Recurly with their accounting and financial data through our integration
with NetSuite, a leading cloud-based business software for accounting and
ERP. Through this integration, Recurly customers can effectively and accurately
manage recurring revenue data using NetSuite’s best-in-class, automatic,
GAAP-compliant revenue recognition and standard financial reporting.

What will this integration allow Recurly customers to do?
Accurately manage recurring revenue
Use NetSuite’s revenue recognition engine to process billing data
Sync data from Recurly with NetSuite
Benefit from a more efficient and accurate data transfer process
Use NetSuite to recognize revenue in a GAAP-compliant way
Ensure proper financial reporting and records management
Speed up the monthly close process
Keep data consistent and accurate between different accounting applications
Straightforward integration
Minimal effort to configure integration for revenue recognition
Alternative customized integration
Collaborate with our team to create flexible, customized integrations to fit your subscription business
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Recurly is Designed for Maximum ROI
With Recurly, you’ll get up and running quickly so you can focus on growing your
subscription business.
⊲⊲

Increase customer retention and reduce churn

⊲⊲

Deliver a wider variety of customer offerings with more billing options

⊲⊲

Maximize revenue opportunities with immediate ROI
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Scale your business and choose from a variety of our payment gateway partners

Recurly Meets Your Business Needs
Quick setup

Billing management

Be up and running in weeks not months,

We simplify daily billing tasks through

with our streamlined architecture.

smart automation.

Subscriptions

Powerful results

Our customer management dashboard

Recurly helps you prevent lost revenue,

makes managing subscriptions easy.

gain business insights, and spend less
time managing your billing.

CONTACT SALES

Recurly provides enterprise-class recurring billing management for
thousands of subscription-based businesses worldwide.
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